Student Standards and Practice Committee

Minutes from 9/15/09, 12:30pm
Notes taken by S. Buckley, Committee member

1st action: approval of minutes from 8/14/09

5.1) Vote to determine note taking process. Approved note taker by rotation; alphabetical order, Buckley 1st.
5.2) Web site of Committee being reformatted. Previous agendas to be posted once site is established.

5.3) Ken Arnold, Police chief of NVC, gave presentation on Campus policy regarding spontaneous gatherings. Discussed groups who are traveling to various CC campuses and holding disruptive meetings, unauthorized, which may result in legal action. In anticipation of such an encounter, college needed to establish a policy. Referred to as “Time, place and manner” (PP5550). Policy being reviewed by legal services and now submitted to The NVC Board for approval on Oct. 13 ’09. Policy addresses:
   a. free speech on campus in certain areas (quad, my not interfere with classroom activities)
   b. no regulation of content
   c. will establish poster/flyer size option
   d. different that solicitation
   e. does not cover commercial endeavors

5.4) Swine flu H1N1 information, Ken Arnold.
Plan drafted and @ president’s cabinet pending approval. Plan based on CDC recommendations (24hrs. after cessation of fever over 100, not reduced by meds). Need to review absenteeism policy as per how many days students can miss class during pandemic. After policy established, will be posted on NVC website with recommendations. Charlene Reilly (sp?) and Ken are
influenza coordinators at NVC. Once plan approved by board, flyers will be distributed with student/faculty recommendations for prevention.

5.5) Disruptive Student Policy, presented by Oscar DeHaro. Faculty should 1st address issue with student and identify issues, then may be referred to Oscar for counseling. Discussed fir “disruption” policy should be posted in classroom as adjunct faculty may not know policy or process. If problem not resolved, may call 511 for police support. Student grievance policy discussed. May be presented at Flex day.

5.6) New Id cards will be issued for students and faculty, semester to semester. $5 for students

Items to be discussed next meeting: attendance policy re: H1N1